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Mini-lesson in family dynamics: 
Power, roles, rules, myths, and triangulation

Power: who is winning
Roles: who is who in the family
Rules: the rules of the family stated and unstated
Myths: what a family believes, despite any objective truth
Triangulation: people use a third party to support their own power stance

Asserting your truth when your
family makes you feel crazy



The power wars and triangulation in Tara’s family: 
• Brothers, father, Tara
• Mother, father, Tara
• Tara, mother, sister

Alliances: 
• Sometimes Shawn, who then betrays 
• Tyler and Tara

What is reality? She puts her conflicts on the page. pp: 172; 174; 289

The dangers of seeing too clearly: pp 180; 286; 293

Asserting your truth when your
family makes you feel crazy continued



• pp 38; 130, 289: Articulating what she doesn’t 
remember. (Advice: use this sparingly.)
• p 73-75: Wrestling with the truth of what happened the day Luke 
got burned.
• p 75: Looking to the footnote and what reads almost as a 
justification of experience/truth.
• pp 294-296: Reeling in the aftermath of
Audrey’s letter/betrayal—trying to make 
sense of the world by exploring truth:
what’s real and not real?  

Introducing doubt—how and why



• Journaling and memory juxtaposed: pp 195; 249
• Lists the sources of her stories about others: pp 288; 291; 292
• Points of view—keeping track of hers and others’ stories and 
versions: pp. 93; 128; 314
• Use of present and past tenses: 
pp. 93-94; 131; 147

How to document different different 
family memories and stories



• p 7: I imagined what would happen…
• p 18: Self-reliance, I imagine her thinking. 
• p 19: The other possibility… Perhaps/perhaps…
• pp 74-75: I can picture what happens next…

The craft of writing
imagined scenes



QUESTIONS?

Next week’s class: The Evolution of Characters: How to Make 
Readers Feel Invested in Your Story and Characters by Showing 

How People Change, Grow, and Decline

Please continue the conversation with us online:

Facebook: Twitter:
www.facebook.com/warnercoaching @brooke_warner
www.facebook.com/LindaJoyMyersAuthor @memoirguru

http://www.facebook.com/warnercoaching
http://www.facebook.com/LindaJoyMyersAuthor

